
 

Competing Loyalties: What influences MPs’ positions on 

Brexit? 
 
British political history is full of flashpoints that have put stress and sometimes torn at the seams of 

political organisation in the country. The undercurrents that led to the United Kingdom’s vote to leave 

the European Union in the 2016 referendum were decades in the making. During this time the issue of 

British relations with Europe and the EU has presented real headaches to both the two main political 

parties and their respective Members of Parliament, who are subject to an extensive array of pressures 

and influences on their relative stances. The Brexit vote is a real headache for many. How can the business 

community understand these competing pressures on MPs and the main Parties’ responses to Brexit? 

 
 
 

Political parties are often, by their very nature, tense alliances of people with broadly aligned views. For them to function 

effectively it requires the vast majority of its members to pull in the same direction. When clear ideological chasms 

emerge the effects can be damaging and long-lasting. There are numerous examples in British political history of cross-

cutting issues that the existing boundaries of political organisation struggle to respond to. From the ideological battle 

over free trade and protectionism in the 1840s centred on the Corn Laws, which split the Tory Party, to the decades of 

debate and turmoil caused by the Irish Question and Home Rule in the late 19th / early 20th century. 

 

 

Instant Upheaval  

The referendum result of June 2016 turned overnight 

the United Kingdom’s future with the EU into a real 

ideological dilemma for most established political 

parties. Most had not expected the referendum to 

result in a ‘leave’ vote – or even for the referendum to 

take place at all - and the vast majority had not 

prepared, either on an ideological or simply a practical 

level, for this outcome and the challenges it would 

unleash. Brexit was instantaneously thrust front and 

centre of the UK political scene, and parties and 

politicians scrambled to react, often without any clear 

strategy.  

 

On a practical level, the result triggered great 

upheaval, ending David Cameron’s premiership only a 

year after winning the first Conservative majority since 

1992 and triggering the first Conservative leadership 

election in over a decade. Labour Party Leader Jeremy 

Corbyn, on the day after the referendum, called for the 

invoking of article 50 despite the Labour Party officially 

“Brexit means Brexit” 
Prime Minister Theresa May 
 
"The British people have made their decision. 
We must respect that result and Article 50 has 
to be invoked now so that we negotiate an exit 
from the European Union." 
Jeremy Corbyn, 24th June 2016 

 
 



supporting the remain camp. Within days Corbyn faced 

mutiny amongst his MPs and the Labour Party fell into 

its second leadership election in the space of a year. 

Nigel Farage, leader of the United Kingdom 

Independence Party (UKIP), having appeared to 

concede defeat and vowing to fight on in the immediate 

hours after polls closed, subsequently announced ‘job 

done’ and promptly resigned as UKIP leader. 

 

How to Respond?  

Behind the scenes political parties and campaigners 

were scrambling to get on the front-foot. Brexiteers and 

Remainers alike had to quickly work out where they 

stood on Brexit and what happened next. Was the 

referendum binding or advisory? When would the UK 

leave the EU? How does the UK leave the EU? And 

what opportunities and challenges did this new political 

reality create? 
 

These questions, and the myriad that followed, threw 

up tensions and divides that cut through established 

political boundaries. MPs, in their multifaceted roles, 

found themselves caught in the crosshairs.  

  

The referendum forged unlikely political alliances and 

divides. Lifelong anti-EU Conservative MPs on the 

right of the Party made cause with left-wing Labour 

MPs - albeit from differing ideological standpoints. The 

former saw the EU as an unwieldy and 

domineering political super-project, the latter a 

‘capitalist club’ designed to uphold a ‘neoliberal’ 

system. Both factions united in their desire to end the 

UK’s EU membership. On the other side of the divide, 

soft left, centre left and centre right politicians from the 

Conservatives, Labour Party, Liberal Democrats and 

SNP lined up in support of EU membership. 

 

 

 

Political Positioning 

The months that followed saw a great deal of soul 

searching over how to respond politically to the UK’s 

imminent departure. A whole range of factors 

influenced where MPs have positioned themselves on 

the Brexit process since the referendum. The 

unprecedented nature of Brexit and the lack of one 

overwhelming push or pull factor in one direction has 

seen great strains placed on the coherence of political 

parties to mount a united response. 

  

Normally the deciding influence on MPs is the ‘party-

line’. MPs are regularly reminded that they are bound 

by collective responsibility to the party they were 

elected under and the pressure placed by the party 

leadership and organisation can be difficult to resist.  

 

The referendum, and the confused responses from 

some parties, hugely diluted this factor, and opened 

MPs up to a range of other, competing influences. 

Some parties managed to maintain their ideological 

coherence; the Liberal Democrats and SNP have 

maintained unashamedly pro-EU positions.  

 

The Conservative Party, eventually regaining a degree 

of focus upon Theresa May becoming party leader and 

Prime Minister, embraced the referendum result, 

buoyed by its more Eurosceptic membership base, 

brought itself together temporarily under Prime 

Minister May’s defiant, if not somewhat perplexing 

‘Brexit means Brexit’ declaration.  

 

On the opposing side, the Labour Party found itself 

caught between its campaigning position, the pro-EU 

views of its party membership and the referendum 

result. Representing some of the areas that voted most 

strongly to leave as well as areas that voted most 

strongly to remain, the Party found itself in a bind and 

MPs quickly realised there was not going to be a firm 

steer as to the Party’s position. 

  



Despite the uncertainty over the parties’ respective 

positions, the ‘loyalty to the party line’ factor, whatever 

that may be, remains a strong influence over MPs and 

the arguments made about the decisiveness of the 

referendum during the campaign added weight to the 

calls to ‘respect the result’. 

 

Going Local  

Beyond national developments, many MPs very 

quickly turned their attention to the specific result in 

their local area.  

 

It can often be very difficult to gauge what a 

parliamentary constituency’s opinion on any specific 

issue is, and MPs will often be lobbied from 

constituents on both sides of the argument. Whilst this 

remained true of the referendum and on Brexit, the fact 

a nationwide poll was held with results broken down by 

area provided a useful barometer of general public 

opinion on Brexit.  

 

Many MPs are loath to side so publicly against a clear 

expression of will from their own constituency. Many 

remain supporting MPs found themselves in heavily 

leave voting areas. A number, both Labour and 

Conservative, have subsequently undergone full 

conversion to the Brexit cause, or have strongly 

argued that the result must be respected, despite their 

previous stances. On the flip side, the SNP for 

example can cite every part of Scotland voting for 

remain which, despite the slim margin in places, 

provides them with strong political cover for their more 

pro-EU position. Similarly, Labour MPs in London and 

other strong remain voting areas feel duty bound to 

respect the clear preference of their constituencies and 

will vote against measures to leave the EU, even at the 

expense of losing their shadow ministerial 

responsibilities. The Labour Party continues to see 

sackings of MPs from its frontbench for Brexit related 

‘infringements’ to this day, most recently 2016 

leadership challenger Owen Smith, who broke ranks 

with Corbyn to call for a second referendum on the 

multiple Brexit package. 

 

Within their constituencies, MPs cannot avoid the often 

vocal opinions of their local party membership. Much 

has been made of the respective positions of the 

Conservative and Labour Party memberships in 

relation to Brexit. The Conservative’s more 

Eurosceptic base allowed greater ideological 

consistency across the party on Brexit. The Labour 

Party’s membership is notably pro-EU but with pockets 

of support for Brexit. Labour’s divides exacerbate the 

deeper you delve into the debate over the UK’s future 

relationship with the EU, with reports suggesting 

support for continued membership of the Single Market 

and Customs Union at 85%. This statistic puts the 

leadership of the Party and many MPs loyal to the 

‘party line’ at odds with the very people that make up 

their local parties, attend constituency meetings, 

campaign in elections and select them as candidates.  

 

The pressure from the local membership can be strong 

and particularly uncomfortable for MPs to live with, 

whether that be the longstanding stalwarts of the local 

Conservative Association or the enthused, vehement 

masses of Labour’s half a million strong ranks.   

 

Inner Soul Searching  

The final factor not to underestimate are MPs’ own 

personal views. Often these will align with their party’s 

viewpoint but there are examples of MPs who, despite 

the outcome of the referendum, the party line, the way 

their constituency voted and the views of their party 

membership, still advocate for the opposing side. It can 

be a difficult thing to do in our political system to ‘stray 

from the herd’, yet there are those who do so out of 

their strongly held personal beliefs. The abuse these 

MPs can receive for this, often from their own sides, 

can be immense. Talk of treachery, ‘enemies of the 

people’ and ‘saboteurs’ abound, often in very public 

spheres. 



 

Will the Political Parties Survive 
Brexit? 
  

The UK’s political parties are resilient. Despite the 

pressure Brexit has placed on all parties, their MPs, 

and the associated flashpoints along the way, it is 

unlikely we will see any major Brexit induced political 

splits. It is a great British tradition for our body politic to 

find a way through, however unclear and imperfect it 

may seem at the time. It is not unheard of for our 

governments and political parties to fudge issues, kick 

them into the long grass, or to take uncertain stances 

for the sake of unity.  

  

The UK may be skilled at navigating its way through 

choppy times, but it is also a longstanding feature that 

we never truly put issues to bed. Cue debates about 

state aid, subsidies and free trade along with 

uncertainty over the future of the government in Ireland 

today, over 170 years after the Corn Laws splits and 

the agonising debates over the Irish Question.  

It is unlikely the Brexit debate will end with the UK’s 

departure from the EU. 

  

Conclusion 

The Brexit issue has put a once in a generation strain 

on our MPs and is unique in its political context. MPs 

cannot hide from Brexit and where they stand and how 

they vote is likely to be one of the toughest decisions 

of their political careers. Positions are often riddled 

with contradiction, from the Eurosceptic Opposition 

Party Leader leading the charge against Brexit during 

the referendum, to the remain supporting Prime 

Minister who now embodies our exit from the EU. 

 

It is difficult for individual MPs to fudge the issue, and 

eventually one influence will win out. The unique 

feature of Brexit is the ideological decision that is 

required, the wide range of competing factors in 

influencing that decision and the high-stakes 

consequences, both personally, politically and for the 

country.
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